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China’s New IPO Rule

In order to tighten surveillance over its

internet giants, Cyber Administration of

China (CAC) has introduced new rules that

would require nearly all Chinese companies with

data of more than 1 million users to pass through a

security review before issuing shares on an

overseas stock exchange. In response to this, SEC

will only allow Chinese companies to raise capital

in the U.S. after they have fully disclosed their legal

structure and the risk of Beijing interfering in their

businesses.

This move has been developed to restrain tech

firms to raise capital in the US through Variable

Interest Entity (VIE) and will force Chinese tech firms

to list only in Hong Kong.

The newly listed Didi Chuxing, China's largest ride-

hailing giant with approximately 90% market

share, was removed from the app store and barred

new users from signing in. The regulators expressed

concern over the company’s data, which includes

the location of sensitive government buildings and

installation that could be obtained by foreign

regulators.

As per experts, the 1 million user threshold is very

low and applies to almost every company that

aspires for an IPO. Chinese fitness app, Keep and

vegetable startup, Meicai has already decided not

to go ahead with the IPO.

EUV Machine: A Piece of US-CHINA Tech War

Intel Corp., Samsung Electronics Co.

and Taiwan Semiconductor

Manufacturing Co. use an EUV

machine manufactured by ASML

Holding to make chips for their phones and

computers. Chinese smartphone giant, Huawei

Technologies Co. and other tech giants have also

ordered the $150 million machines in order to be

less dependent on foreign suppliers for the chip.

China hasn’t received a single consignment as the

Biden administration has asked the Dutch

government to restrict sales citing national-security

concerns.

As per the Chief Executive of ASML, export control

against China will not have any significant impact on

its technological progress, instead it will slow down

R&D and technological innovation in the US. Given

China’s market potential, economic statecraft and

significant geopolitical influence, it will be very

difficult for the US to stop China from building a

completely self-sufficient supply chain in

semiconductor technology.

Aon and WTW Merger Deal Called Off

Financial services firms Aon and Willis Towers

Watson (WTW) have decided to terminate their

M&A deal after hitting a major roadblock with US

regulators. The US Department of Justice (DoJ) filed

a lawsuit alleging that the deal would reduce

competition resulting in high prices and less

innovation. The deal would have harmed American

business and their customers, employees and

retirees. Earlier this month, the EU antitrust regulator

approved the merger, contingent on further

divestments from both firms. Aon will pay $1billion

to Willis as a termination fee, which will be

allocated to their current share repurchase

program.

Climate Change: Catalyst of a Massive Monetary

Crisis

Climate change is posing as one of

the largest semi-permanent threat

to the world economy. If no

action is taken to mitigate its impact, then the

international temperatures may rise by 3°C, thereby

shrinking the world economy by 18% within the next

30 years.

EU is also planning to introduce a carbon border tax

by 2026 on imports of carbon-intensive steel,

aluminum, cement, fertilizers and electricity to meet

its new climate target. Russia, being one of the major

EU trading partners will suffer losses worth $7.6

billion upon implementation of the policy.

Carbon prices, which governments charge companies

for emitting greenhouse gases, have risen

significantly and could trigger another monetary

crisis. As per economists, steps towards climate

change are often criticized as moving too slowly.
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GST Collection Breaks 8-month Streak of Crossing

₹1 Lakh Crore

The economic impact of the second wave showed on

GST as collections for June fell below ₹1 lakh crore

for the first time in 8 months. However, the revenue

collected in June is still 1% higher than the GST

collection in the corresponding month a year ago.

Most of the states and UT’s were in a partial or

complete lockdown due to COVID-19, which slowed

down business transactions in May’21. The daily

average generation of e-way bills constantly

decreased from April’21 but increased significantly

in June. Therefore, even though GST revenues

dipped in June, it is expected to rise again from

July’21.
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Good News for Taxpayers Across the Country!

Income tax return (ITR) filing has become easier as

India Post has started providing taxpayers with an

option to file ITR at their nearest post office’s

Common Services Centres (CSCs). India Post took to

Twitter, quoting ‘#AapkaDostIndiaPost,’ stating that

taxpayers now need not travel far to file their ITR.

This movement was initiated with an aim to make ITR

filing easy and convenient, which will act as a big

relief for lakhs of salaried income taxpayers across

the nation. Post Office’s CSC counters work as a

single access point for Indians to avail various

financial services like banking, postal and insurance

services. Currently, around 8-10 lakh people are

logging in to the new portal, and about 40,000 IT

returns are being filed every day. Most users are

comfortable filing their taxes online, but this

initiative will encourage the few users who may not

be tech-savvy.

IMF Slashes India's Growth Projection to 9.5%

from 12.5%

The International Monetary Fund (IMF)

cut India's economic growth projection

for FY22 to 9.5% from its earlier estimate

of 12.5%, citing the impact of the ferocious second

wave on the economy and recovery process. The IMF

slashed growth projections for many emerging and

advanced economies, owning to the re-emergence of

COVID-19 and slow vaccination progress. Lack of

vaccines and renewed waves of coronavirus led to

downgrades in some countries, including India, while

faster-than-expected vaccination rates and return to

normalcy led to upgrades. According to experts, the

economic impact will be mild in countries with high

vaccination coverage, while countries lagging in

vaccination will suffer the most among G20

economies. The protracted weakness in economic

activity is assumed to inflict persistent damage on

the supply capacity of economies.

India’s Debt Now at a 14-year High; 59% of GDP

India’s debt climbed to 59% of GDP

in the FY21 from 51.6% a year ago.

Experts were concerned over debt

sustainability in the medium term as

the economic contraction last year

forced the government to borrow a record amount to

meet the revenue shortfall. The fiscal deficit widened

from 4.6% of GDP last year to 9.2% of GDP in

FY21 as the economy shrunk by 7.3% and revenue

receipts contracted by 3%. The steepest contraction

in independent India is ascribed to the disruption in

economic activities caused by the COVID-19

pandemic.

In order to have sustainable debt, it is crucial to

maintain strong growth momentum, which will provide

some relief to the fiscal deficit. The Union

government debt includes the stock of total liabilities

raised through external debt like National Small

Savings Fund and Provident Fund commitments; and

internal debt raised through bonds, securities and

treasury bills.
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PFRDA Expanded Investment Universe for Pension

Funds

The Pension Fund Regulatory and

Development Authority (PFRDA) has

expanded the investment horizon for

pension funds, allowing them to invest in stocks of the

top 200 publicly traded companies, as well as IPOs,

FPOs and OFCs of companies, in order to boost the

stock market. PFRDA also increased the FDI limit to

hold (directly or indirectly) stakes in pension funds

from 49% to 74%. The increase in the FDI ceiling for

pension funds comes at a time when India's pension

fund AUM is rapidly increasing, reaching 6.2 lakh

crore as of July 10 this year. PFRDA has taken many

initiatives in the previous two years to increase the

number of players in the pension market. It had

redesigned the fee structure for pension fund

managers and altered the capital requirements for

sponsors to ensure that both are strong enough to

ride the present pension sector growth wave.

UP Government’s New Population Policy

On World Population Day, the State Government of

the most populous state in India, Uttar Pradesh,

announced its new Population Control Policy for

2021-2030. The adoption of the policy being

voluntary will not be enforced on anyone, and will

come into existence after a year from the date of

publication in the gazette. The population policy will

focus on efforts to increase the accessibility of

contraceptive measures issued under the Family

Planning Programme and provide a proper system

for safe abortion.

The government will give promotions, increments,

concessions in housing schemes and others perks to

employees who adhere to population control norms,

and have two or fewer children. Public servants, who

choose to adopt the policy will get two additional

increments during their entire service, maternity or

paternity leave of 12 months, with full salary and

allowances and a 3% increase in the employer's

contribution fund under the National Pension

Scheme. Non-government employees who opt for

the policy will get benefits like rebates in taxes on

water, housing, home loans, etc.

RBI Conducts ₹20,000 Crore Open Market Bond

Purchase

The RBI will conduct an open market purchase of

government securities worth ₹1.2 lakh crore under

the G-SAP 2.0 in Q2FY22 to support the market as

announced in the Governor’s statement. RBI

conducted an open market purchase of bonds under

the G-SAP 2.0 on 8th July and 22nd July for

securities worth ₹20,000 crores each. The RBI

reserves the right to decide on the quantum of

purchase of individual securities, accept bids for less

than the aggregate amount, purchase marginally

higher/lower than the aggregate amount due to

rounding-off, and accept or reject any or all the bids

either wholly or partially without assigning any

reasons. The RBI stated that it will continue to employ

all tools at its disposal to recover the economy by

maintaining favourable financial conditions,

mitigating the effects of COVID-19, and returning

the economy to a path of sustainable growth while

ensuring macroeconomic and financial stability.

SEBI has Come Out With SOP to Curb Technical 

Glitches

To deal with technical difficulties in stock

market operations, SEBI has issued a

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).

Stock exchanges that fail to respond to technical

issues and restore service within 45 minutes may

face severe penalties. Market Infrastructure

Institutions (MIIs), including stock exchanges, clearing

firms, depositors and their senior management will

be punished if they do not resolve issues quickly or

do not present root-cause analysis within 21 days.

Failure to declare a "disaster" within 30 minutes of

an interruption to vital systems, or failure to restore

operations within 45 minutes, will result in a penalty

of ₹2 crore or 10% of the average of the two

preceding financial years' net profit — whichever is

higher — in each case. The entity's managing

director and chief technology officer will each be

penalized 10% of their yearly salaries. As the

operations and functioning of MIIs become more

dependent on technology, the fines will prompt

organizations to constantly check the performance

and efficiency of their systems to avoid, or

immediately address interruption.
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This month 114 start-ups were able to raise around $8,021 million, which is approximately 4 times of

funding raised by 97 start-ups in the previous month. Increased adoption of digital technology across

businesses and the emergence of start-ups founded by second-time entrepreneurs have led to the growth of

the Indian start-up ecosystem.

BlackBuck Turns Unicorn

BlackBuck, a trucking logistics

company, secured $67 million

from Tribe Capital, IFC's Emerging Asia Fund, and

Vostok Emerging Finance (VEF) giving India its 16th

unicorn for CY21.

According to reports, the company is currently being

valued at $1.02 billion, which is marginally higher

than its May'20 valuation of $950 million. Shippers

may use BlackBuck to organise their trucks, obtain

real-time visibility, and monitor their cargo from

stem to stern. On its platform, the company has 1.2

million trucks servicing 700 regions and 1,000

industrial hubs.
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Competition Commission of India (CCI)

Approved Softbank’s Investment in Swiggy

The CCI has authorized SoftBank

Vision Fund II's investment in

Bundl Technologies, the parent

Company of food delivery

platform Swiggy. SoftBank's $450 million

investment will be added to Swiggy's recent series

J funding round of $800 million, which valued the

company at $5 billion. Swiggy has been putting

money aside to compete with Zomato, which

conducted its initial public offering (IPO) this month.

OYO Raises $660 Million in Debt Funding

Even as the country continues to

deal with the pandemic, hospitality

giant Oyo Hotels & Homes has

secured a $660 million debt funding round from

global institutional investors. The company plans to

utilize funds to pay off previous debts, strengthen

the balance sheet and improve product technology.

Oyo is among the first Indian startups to raise

capital through the TLB. The Term Loan B (TLB) refers

to a tranche of senior secured syndicated credit

facilities from global institutional investors.

Ola Electric Raised $100 Million in Debt

Ola electric raised $100 million

in 10-year long-term debt from

Bank of Baroda for its first

phased development of an electric vehicle

manufacturing facility. The facility is aiming to

produce 10 million two-wheeler electric vehicles

annually at its full capacity. According to Bhavish

Aggarwal, Chairman & Group CEO of Ola, the

long-term debt financing arrangement between

Ola and Bank of Baroda demonstrates institutional

lenders' confidence in the company's intention to

develop the world's largest two-wheeler factory in

record time.
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The index showed mixed results this month. In the

first week there were positive uptrends as investors

around the world were optimistic. Later, the index

followed a similar pattern as the S&P index from

19th July, where it fell 3%, owing to the fear of

Delta variant, after which it fell further on 27th July

as Chinese shares plunged.
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The index started on a positive note as 11 S&P

sectors rose. It reached a record high level of

4,411. But, due to fears of a spike in virus cases,

investors sold off travel stocks and economically

sensitive shares, resulting in a 2% drop of the index

on 19th July. The index further dropped 1% as

market sentiments were fragile because they

awaited Fed’s decision on US Monetary Policy and

Corporate Earnings.

This month the index ended in red as there had

been a daily record of the novel virus in South

Korea. Several analysts suggest that Asian market

traders are contemplating the growing expectations

of the rise of interest rates by US Federal Reserves

and believe that the inflation in haven assets will be

a troubling factor in the coming days.

After the steady opening, the index started spiralling

downwards soon and further slipped 1.3% on 19th

July due to a surge in coronavirus cases and fear of

a rise in inflation in haven assets, bringing it to a 4%

fall for the month. Analysts suggest that bad news on

inflation is likely to stay elevated in the near term.

The index started the month on a positive note due to

optimistic global cues, after which it saw a hit of 2%,

mainly due to surging Covid-19 cases and fears of

the Delta virus. It regained some of its momenta a

day later as British retailers and manufacturers grew

optimistic. But, the index weighed down a week later

over concerns of slow growth and rise in inflation.

The Hang Seng Index started the month on a

negative note on worries over China’s crackdown on

local tech companies. On 26th July, the shares

dropped more than 4%, wiping out the index’s gains

for 2021 as Chinese tech and education stocks

plunged under regulatory pressure.

2.9%
9.9%

0.1%

4.9%

2.3%

0.4%



Index
1st July’21    

(In ₹)

30th July’21

(In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 10,687.7 10,048.5 -5.9

Nifty Bank 38,684.0 34,584.3 -0.3

Nifty Consumer Durables 23,001.7 23,855.9 3.7

Nifty Financial Services 16,376.8 16,468.6 0.6

Nifty FMCG 36,234.9 36,051.9 -0.5

Nifty IT 29,003.1 30,480.1 5.1

Nifty Media 1,794.7 1,796.0 0.1

Nifty Metal 5,207.4 5,770.3 10.8

Nifty Oil & Gas 6,748.1 6,526.3 -3.3

Nifty Pharma 14,442.5 14,425.3 -0.12
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FPI Net Investment in July’ 21 (₹ Crore)

Source: NSDL 

Source: NSE India

Foreign Portfolio Investors and Domestic

Institutional Investors

FPIs pulled out approximately ₹5,600 crores from

Indian equities as they continue to remain cautious in

the wake of soaring oil prices, increasing valuations

and firmness in the U.S. dollar. FPI inflow is expected

to remain vulnerable till the last week of July, owning

to the U.S. Fed monetary policy meeting. DIIs remain

optimistic that the bull run will continue. The YoY

comparison of quarterly results is expected to show

strong performance despite the sudden recession

caused by COVID-19 last year. This gives them all the

more reason to stay invested in the stock market.

According to experts, India remains an attractive

investment destination from the long-term perspective

as the economy starts recovering.
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Tata Sons Acquire Majority Stake in Tejas

Networks

Panatone Finvest Ltd., a subsidiary of Tata Sons,

has signed a deal to acquire a majority stake of

43.3% in Tejas Networks, a Bengaluru-based

telecom equipment maker for ₹1,850 crores. This

agreement will help Tata Sons gain access to

crucial technology for 5G and 4G telecom gear.

Soon after the announcement of the agreement,

Tejas stock hit the upper circuit after it rose by

4.9% on BSE. Tejas Networks will utilize the

proceeds to invest organically and inorganically

in the research and development, infrastructure,

sales and marketing and to enhance its

manufacturing and operational capabilities.
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Source: NSE
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0.1%
3.7%

Consumer Durables Sector

Demand for consumer durable recovered

in June post lockdown, with strong

pent-up demand witnessed in

refrigerator, washing machine and small appliances

category. Companies continue to face difficulties

concerning significant increase in commodity prices,

higher transportation costs and shortage of

imported components due to global supply chain

disruption.

Oil and Gas Sector

COVID-19 led state-wise lockdowns has

impacted the demand as a result of which

companies’ topline is likely to decline. The decline in

the index can be attributed to the decline in crude

prices, as OPEC+ nations have agreed to increase

the supply of crude.

The top loser in the index was Adani Total Gas Ltd,

which declined by 6.7% MoM as several stocks of

Adani Group continue to be under the scrutiny of

SEBI and Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI).

Pharma Sector

Media Sector

Indian Pharma Industry is expected

to deliver healthy Q1 results as export

to the US has resumed and the domestic business has

recovered amidst the second wave of the pandemic.

Moving forward, to succeed in the US market,

pharma companies will have to focus on low

competition segments such as respiratory inhalers

and complex injectables, which are estimated to

have a $15 billion market size.

The top gainer in the index was Sun Pharma Inds.,

which rose by 15.6% MoM after announcing a

strong performance in Q1FY22.

The entertainment and media sector

has been resilient in India and is

growing at the fastest pace globally in terms of

revenues and advertisement. Advertising revenue is

getting stabilized as fresh content was available

throughout the quarter, with only a few disruptions

due to the restrictions on shooting. Segments like OTT,

Internet advertising, video games and e-sports are

to expected grow at a faster pace due to

availability of cheap and faster internet.

0.12%

3.3%



Prices of raw material, edible oil and

packaging material continued its upward

trend. In order to diminish its impact on the margins,

Marico and HUL decided to shift the burden onto

their consumers. The government’s strategy of micro

containment to tackle the second wave has helped

companies to report better business recovery

compared to the strategy of blanket-lockdown

during the 1st wave.

In comparison to the general and modern trade

channel, e-commerce has witnessed significant

growth. The recovery across channels was

predominantly led by semi-urban and rural markets.

As per experts, demand for discretionary goods is

expected to improve significantly in the second half

of the fiscal year as more people get vaccinated,

thereby increasing footfall in malls and other public

places.

The top gainer in the index was Jubilant FoodWorks,

which rose by 22.5% MoM after the company

reported better than expected Q1FY22 earnings.

IT companies continue to witness

revenue growth driven by increased

spending on digitization by MNCs and

a move towards greater outsourcing as a result of

lack of internal talent. Margins of most IT companies

are under pressure due to second salary raise and

an increase in hiring.

The top gainer in the index was Oracle, which rose

by 19.1% MoM as it announced 58 unique deals in

FY21, majority of which were in corporate banking

solutions and analytics.
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Auto Sector

As per analysts, auto demand has

been low in the current unlock phase

compared to last year, impacted by

the recent fuel and price hikes taken by the OEMs.

However, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy

announced that automobile exports in the first half

have increased by approximately 50% to $23.6

billion, the highest in 7 years.

Recently, Hyundai, Mercedes Benz and Tesla have

demanded for reduction in import duty on EVs. Any

reduction in import duty is a major concern for

domestic automakers who have put together massive

investments to scale up localization.

The top loser in the index was Tata Motors, which

declined by 13.3% MoM after the company

announced that the shortage of semiconductors

might result in a negative EBIT margin in the next

quarter.

Telecom Sector

As per the April data released by

Telecom Regulatory Authority of

India (TRAI), Reliance Jio and Bharti Airtel continued

to add subscribers taking their active subscriber

base to 427 million and 352 million respectively.

While Vodafone Idea's user base declined after

recording growth for two months straight.

In the recent AGR case hearing, the Supreme Court

of India rejected telecom operator firms' plea for

recomputation of AGR dues. To improve the financial

health of the stressed telecom sector, the government

is planning to redesign AGR and exclude ‘non-

telecom’ items. The government might reduce license

fees and spectrum usage charges.
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FMCG Sector
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Metal Sector

Banking Sector

The Nifty Bank index began the month

with an upward movement. After the

RBI had announced to bar Mastercard from

onboarding new customers, the index witnessed a

steep jump. As the banks revealed provisional data

on advances and deposits, the index recorded a

broad-based buying of the private bank stocks. This

upside movement did not last long because of the

selling pressure on banking stocks, which was

observed after a few heavy-weights banks failed to

meet the quarterly profit expectations of the

market. The privatization plans and bad banks also

made an impact on the downfall of the index.

Source: NSE
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10.8%

Realty Sector

Nifty Realty index jumped about 17%

during this month, outperforming the

benchmark Nifty 50 index. The upward

movement is due to multi-year consolidation and

cyclical recovery in the Real Estate sector. The

gradual opening of the economy and the WFH

culture continues to increase the demand for

residential properties. The alteration in policies by

the government and ongoing low interest rates on

mortgages play a significant role in the growth of

this index.

Financial Services Sector

The Nifty Metal index started low

because the government had extended the anti-

dumping duty on a certain variety of steel products

till 15th Dec’21 to protect domestic manufacturers

from cheap imports. However, the Index continued

to grow gradually because of positive quarterly

earnings reports of the mining companies. This jump

was damped when investors booked profits after

Shanghai copper prices hit one-month low as a

result of surge in COVID-19 cases globally. By the

end of this month, Nifty Metal turned bullish due to

the increase in copper prices, climbing demands in

the stainless-steel industry and shortage of supply

of reserve metals by China.

The uptick in the financial services sector

witnessed at the beginning of the month

was due to an increase in demand for domestic

loans and advances. This movement was supported

by growth in retail and wholesale deposits. The

index was unable to maintain this run because of the

growing pressure of inflation and coronavirus

globally.
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NIFTY 50 made a record high of ₹15,962 on 16th July, after which it fell steeply by 2%, as cases of Delta

variant rose globally.

IFTY50

Company Name Change (%)

Tata Steel 23.3

Bajaj Finserv 20.4

Hindalco 17.2

Ultatech Cement 13.6

Sun Pharma Inds. 13.1

Tech Mahindra 11.5

Divi’s Lab Ltd. 10.6

SBI Life Insurance Company Ltd 9.1

Wipro 8.9

JSW Steel 8.3

Company Name Change (%)

Dr. Reddys Lab -15.2

Tata Motors -14.6

Bajaj Auto -8.9

GAIL India -8.8

Maruti Suzuki -7.9

CIPLA Ltd. -5.9

Hindustan Unilever -5.8

Eicher Motors -5.4

Hero MotoCorp Ltd -5.4

Axis Bank -5.0
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Top Gainers in NIFTY50 for July’21 Top Losers in NIFTY50 for July’21

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India

NIFTY50  July’21 (In ₹)
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Sum Pharma Enters into Licensing and Supply

Pact with Cassiopea SpA

As per the agreement, Sun Pharma will have an

exclusive right to market Winlevi in the United

States and Canada, and Cassiopea will be the

exclusive supplier of the product. In August 2020,

Winlevi was approved by USFDA as a novel drug

for the topical treatment of acne in patients 12

years and older.

The deal will broaden Sun pharma’s existing oral

acne portfolio and strengthen its position in the

segment. An upfront payment of $45 million,

potential commercial milestones totaling up to $190

million and customary double-digit royalties will be

received by Cassiopea.

Wipro’s New Cloud Business

To cater to the growing demand for

cloud services, Wipro has launched

Wipro FullStride Cloud Services. They

devise to invest $1 billion in cloud technologies,

capabilities, acquisitions and partnerships over the

next 3 years. Recently, the company has witnessed

rapid growth in the segment as companies were

forced to seek online productivity and collaboration

services to maintain business operations.

The service will simplify and accelerate their clients'

cloud journey. In the past year, Wipro had added

large deals in the segment, including its multi-year

technology transformation deal with Metro AG,

which has a revenue potential of $1 billion.

0.5%



Clean Science and Technology

Clean Science and Technology (CST), a specialty chemical company dealing in niche chemical

compounds, develops and uses eco-friendly chemicals based on catalytic technology. Even

though CST focuses on a niche segment, it is the largest producer of primary products

like Mequinol, Butylated Hydroxyanisole, and many more. The company exports its products to China, Europe,

and the US, and its exports account for 70% of its revenues. To capitalize on the growing industry of Indian

specialty chemicals, the company plans to introduce new products with various applications across industries

and augment its current production capacity of 29,900 MT.

The company raised ₹1,547 crores, entirely for an offer for sale. The IPO subscribed a whopping 93.41

times, led by significant demand from non-institutional investors and qualified institutional buyers. The stock

made a bumper listing at ₹1,784 on the BSE, up 98.26% from its issue price of ₹900.

PO
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Paytm set for Mega IPO Launch

One97 Communications, Paytm’s

parent company, has filed its Draft Red Herring

Prospectus (DRHP) to SEBI for its IPO worth ₹16,600

crores, soon after its EGM.

The digital payments and financial services firm,

Paytm is all set to make its debut in the stock market

at the earliest by October. Paytm will make one of

the largest IPOs in dollar terms after Coal India and

Reliance Power if the proposal gets approved.

G R Infraprojects

G R Infraprojects, an integrated road engineering,

procurement, and construction company, raised ₹963

crores entirely for an offer for sale. The company

has designed and constructed various roads and

highways across 15 states in India and has recently

diversified into the railway sector. The company has

established an outstanding track record of timely

executions, has an in-house integrated model (uses

in-house resources), and has a team of experienced

promoters and strong management team. However,

the company raises a few concerns about its

potential to finance large projects since they need to

mobilize resources, purchase or manufacture

materials, and work on projects before receiving

client payments. For them to work without trouble,

they will have to maintain significant working capital.

The IPO in the grey market had subscribed a

massive 102.58 times. The issue got listed on NSE at

₹1,715.85, up 105% against its issue price of ₹837.

Zomato

Zomato, a food-based technology

platform that connects customers,

restaurant partners and delivery

partners, is raising ₹9,375 crores. The company has

various product offerings like food delivery, dine-out

related services, hyperpure (B2B service of

providing supplies to partner restaurants), and

Zomato Pro. It provides end-to-end food services,

which makes it a unique food service platform

globally. The company is issuing fresh shares worth

₹9,000 crores while the rest was an offer for sale

by its largest investor, InfoEdge. The IPO was

subscribed 38.25 times on the final day, while the

grey market premium started from ₹10 and went up

to ₹27 a day before its listing. The stock got listed

on NSE at ₹116 or 52.6% premium against its final

issue price of ₹76. Online food delivery is under-

penetrated in India in comparison to China or the

U.S. Increasing smartphone and internet penetration

will help Zomato gain consumer traction and growth

in the future. The company plans to use the offering

proceeds of ₹6,745 crores to fund organic and

inorganic growth initiatives. The investment will also

go for general corporate purposes. Zomato is also

entering the high investment and competitive

segment, grocery. While it wants to do a pilot on its

own, it's acquiring a 9% stake in Grofers.

₹9375cr.           ₹800cr.          ₹963cr.           ₹731cr.              ₹500cr.           ₹1547cr.       ₹1513cr.

This Month IPO Highlights
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Tata Consultancy Services Ltd

IT major Tata Consultancy Services

(TCS), reported a 2.4% QoQ

revenue growth. The growth was far below market

expectations as emerging markets business,

especially India business registered a steep decline

of approximately 14% due to the second wave of

COVID-19. EBIT margin declined by 1.3% QoQ on

account of salary hike and return of discretionary

expenditure.

However, on a positive note, the company reported

deal intake worth $8.1 billion in Q1FY22, reflecting

a healthy mix of large, medium and small-size deals.

The management expects the India business to

bounce back in the coming quarters, and strong

demand in the cloud, cybersecurity, analytics and

enterprise application services to drive the revenue.

ACC Ltd

The company reported a 34%

increase in revenue YoY

despite the second wave of COVID-19 as a result

of improved realization and superior cost control. In

the current quarter they were able to achieve the

highest ever EBITDA/mt of ₹1279. The impact of

higher raw material cost and rising diesel cost was

partially mitigated by focusing on cost control

programs under the project “Parvat”, and direct

dispatch, procurement savings and network

optimization.

Over the next 10 years, the company plans to

increase waste consumption by 5 times.

Management expects a strong recovery in demand

led by government’s focus on large-scale infra

projects, coupled with revival in industrial CAPEX.

Source: NSE India

Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (in INR) ACC Ltd (in INR)

Source: NSE India

ASIAN PAINTS

Despite localized lockdown, Asian Paints’

revenue and volume grew by 91%

and 106% respectively as a result of strong

pent-up-led demand in June. In comparison to rural towns,

huge demand from the metro and tier 1/2 towns for the

economy and luxury products was witnessed. Margins

continued to remain under pressure as input prices rose by

13-15% QoQ. To address the issue of declining gross

margin, the company has resorted to a 3% price hike so

far and plans to take more price hikes gradually.

Management expects to deliver strong performance in

Q2FY22 led by pent-up demand, a good monsoon

forecast and a long Diwali season. Cost efficiencies and

pricing will help the company maintain its operating margin

of 19-21%.

ASIAN PAINTS (in INR)
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Q1CY22
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Is Pegasus a Threat to Your Privacy?

Politicians, journalists, lawyers and human

rights activists across the world have been

targeted by authoritarian governments

using the malicious software called ‘Pegasus’, which

is sold by the Israeli surveillance company, NSO

Group, according to an investigation into a huge

data leak. The research suggests that NSO’s

hacking malware, Pegasus, is being misused even

though the company asserts that it is only used

against terrorists and criminals. The leak contains a

list of approximately 50,000 phone numbers, more

than 300 of which reportedly belong to Indians.

Left-leaning media have used this globally to claim

that several countries are using Pegasus to spy on

political opponents, journalists and others, but there

are many unanswered questions to this theory. This

malware poses a cyber risk to the people, but since

there aren’t any safeguards and processes for such

operations, any private information extracted can

be repurposed for blackmailing and intimidation.

Considering all domestic and global issues

pertaining to the massive leak, there are big holes

in the allegations of spying on people using the

Pegasus software by various governments. There

still exists no proof that 50,000 people are under

surveillance as they are only ‘potential targets’

allegedly selected by the governments for

surveillance.

Is water scarcity turning into a financial risk? 

Many companies are listing water

security and scarcity among risk factors

as climate change stokes extreme

weather conditions like floods, droughts,

and wildfires. Local laws in the US

govern the use and access rights of water in cities

and towns. It is challenging to track water scarcity

and risk as compared to other climate-related issues

like carbon emissions. A review of company reports

found that 58 firms mentioned “water risk” in their

2020 filings. There still exists an opportunity for

companies to deal with water scarcity to secure the

freshwater that we still have by reducing water

consumption and pollution.

Banks Face Mark-to-Market Risk in Bond Holdings: 

RBI

Banks face the risk of higher mark to

market losses in their bond holdings

amid a likely rise in interest rates.

The risk can be mitigated by the Central Bank’s

dedicated bond-buying window, the Government

Securities Acquisition Programme (G-SAP). Trading

profits decreased across all financial institutions

during the Q4FY21, driven majorly by yield

movements.

According to the RBI, the enhanced Held-to-Maturity

(HTM) limit will help cushion mark-to-market losses

for banks. The Central Bank increased the HTM

category limits to 22% from 19.5% of total deposits

earlier. Holding securities in HTM will nullify the risk

of mark-to-market. A parallel upward shift of 2.5%

in the yield curve will lower the system level Capital

Risk-Weighted Asset Ratio (CRAR) by 84 bps, and

the system-level capital will decrease by 6.3%.

A spike seen in the volatility index in early July was

a result of the decline in profit-booking by the

investors in the market. However, the overall lower

VIX attracted some buying interest on its decline

near key support zones. A decrease in VIX provided

stability to the stock market in the month of July. The

forecast for the global economy has remained

unchanged since April, and prospects for developing

economies have been marked down for 2021 on

account of the deadly coronavirus.

0.3%

India VIX July’21 



Malaysia's Derivatives Exchange Introduces

After-Hours Trading Session

To enhance the attractiveness of

the Malaysian derivatives market

to traders around the world, Bursa Malaysia

Derivatives is introducing a night trading session for

the crude palm oil contract and other products by

the Q4CY21. The recent volatility in the crude palm

oil prices propelled the need for night trading. The

Securities Commission of Malaysia recently

provided Bursa Malaysia Derivatives with approval-

in-principal (AIP) to operate night trading.

On 30th June, 2021, the total monthly trading

volume of Crude Palm Oil Futures contract reached

an all-time high of 1.7 million contracts, which is

equivalent to 42.6 million tonnes of crude palm oil

traded. This decision will help market participants

better manage their price risk exposure based on

real-time global developments in different time

zones and promote further internationalization of

the Malaysian derivatives market.

ERIVATIVES 
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RBI Guidelines for LIBOR Transition

After the discovery of LIBOR manipulation in 2007-08, the global transition

became necessary. RBI has issued guidelines to banks and financial

institutions, asking them to prepare for the year-end transition from LIBOR.

In order to deal with the emerging situation, banks, financial institutions and

customers are encouraged to not enter into new contracts that refer to

LIBOR as a benchmark and instead use any widely accepted alternative

reference rate (ARR). The guideline urges to incorporate robust fallback

clauses in all financial contracts that reference LIBOR before 31st December,

2021.

The Mumbai Interbank Forward Outright Rate (MIFOR), which references

LIBOR should not be used any further. Banks may trade in LIBOR or MIFOR

only for the purpose of managing risks such as hedging, required

participation in central counterparty procedures, market-making in support

of client activities or novation.

The RBI advises banks to undertake a comprehensive review of all LIBOR

exposures and curtail transition-related risks. Meanwhile, Axis Bank, SBI,

ICICI Bank have already executed a couple of transactions linked to the

Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR).

New Mexico Files Antitrust Lawsuit Against

Global Banks

The state of New Mexico filed for a class suit against

Bank of America Corp., Citigroup Inc., Goldman

Sachs Group Inc., and other top financial institutions

for rigging the price of credit default swap.

According to the lawsuit, banks communicated inside

information and set benchmarks on the prices, prior

to the auction. As a result, the auctions were not

competitive and the banks made billions of dollars

at the expense of institutional investors like the State

Investment Council (SIC).

The cost of damage faced by SIC over the 15 year

period is yet to be determined by the court. As of

now, none of the companies have responded to the

allegation.

Credit Risk Seller / 

Insurance Buyer
Credit Risk Buyer / 

Insurance Seller

Insurance Premium

Credit Event Contingent 

Payment

Credit Default Swap
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Fuel Consumption Pattern During May’21

According to Petroleum Planning &

Analysis Cell, consumption of petroleum

and petroleum-related products in June’21

recorded a growth of 1.5% YoY and stood at 16.3

MMT.

Petrol consumption in June’21 rose by 5.6% to 2.4

MMT. Except for local restrictions imposed by few

state/UTs like night curfews and weekend lockdowns

increase in personal mobility in both urban and rural

markets have driven the consumption.

Consumption of diesel slummed by approximately

2% to 6.2 MMT in June’21 as heavy rainfall in

Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar etc has

adversely affected agriculture related activities.

However, consumption in manufacturing and mining

activities has grown by 2.7% and 21.0%

respectively.

Despite restricted international and domestic air

travel, ATF consumption registered a growth of

16.5% YoY.
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During the first week of July, crude oil prices rose on

depleting US Crude inventories and a strong

demand outlook. However, the gains were capped

as the market remain cautious over rising cases of

Delta variant across major oil-consuming nations.

After OPEC+ settled their internal dispute and

announced to increase supply in a gradual and

controlled manner, oil prices tumbled by

approximately 7%.

Low interest rate, weak US dollar and rising cases

of COVID -19 have helped the yellow metal

recover its losses from last month. Fed’s

announcement to keep its interest rates unchanged

despite constant rise in inflation has supported the

price of gold this month.

SEBIs New Margin Rule

SEBI has introduced a cross margin benefit of 75%

between commodity index futures and their

underlying futures. In the last couple of years, many

indices have been launched such as Bulldex,

Metldex, Agridex, etc. but, the segment is still

unable to generate the traction it deserves. In order

to avail the benefits, market participants will have

to enter into both long and short positions of equal

amounts simultaneously.

Market Participants

Margin requirement: 50,000

SEBI Discount: 37,500 

New Margin Requirement: 12,500

LONG POSITION

Gold Futures: 50,000

SHORT POSITION

MCX BULLDEX: 50,000

All the calculations regarding margin requirements

will be performed by the respective brokers. This

step by SEBI will drastically reduce capital

requirements and enhanced liquidity in both the

commodity index futures and its underlying

constituent futures.

2.2%
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The U.S. dollar climbed to a three-month peak in mid-July

after a few volatile days as investors were concerned about

the fast-spreading variant of the coronavirus that could

throttle global growth. So far in July, the dollar has gained

0.6% after rising 2.8% in June as the market is shifting focus

to the Federal Reserve's meeting in the last week of July.

URRENCY
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Digital Currency to Soon Become Reality 

in India as RBI Starts Working on ‘Phased 

Introduction.’

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is

considering launching its own version of

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) in a

phased manner, after cautiously weighing

its impact on various issues and where it can

be deployed with little disruption.

Introducing CBDC will serve the dual

purpose of reduced currency costs for the

government and offset the threat of virtual

currencies. Developing an own version of

CBDC will also protect people from the

abnormal volatility levels that some virtual

currencies experience.

India Becomes 4th Largest Forex Reserves Holder

Globally; Forex Touches Record High of $612 Billion

RBI data showed that India’s foreign exchange reserves

rose by $835 million to touch a record high of $613

billion. The surge in forex reserves was due to the rise in

foreign currency assets (FCA), a major component of the

overall reserves, rising by $463 million to $569 billion.

The increasing forex reserves will act as a relief to the

government and the RBI in managing the nation’s

internal and external financial problems, especially

when the economy is facing stress caused by the second

wave of the novel coronavirus. The rising forex reserves

will serve as a big cushion, which is enough to cover

India’s import bills for a year.

Currency 1st July21 30th July’21 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 74.56 INR 74.35 0.3

INR/EUR INR 88.34 INR 88.40 -0.1

USD/EUR USD 1.18 USD 1.19 -0.8

JPY/USD JPY 111.5 JPY 109.68 1.6

CAD/USD CAD 1.24 CAD 1.24 0

USD/GBP USD 1.38 USD 1.40 -1.5

USD/SEK USD 0.12 USD 0.12 0

USD/CHF USD 1.08 USD 1.10 -1.9

0.8%
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Hybrid Funds: The New Talk of the Town

Hybrid funds, a mutual fund scheme that invests in a

combination of equity and debt securities, is getting

traction from investors as it witnesses a net inflow of

₹27,220 crores in Q1FY22, more than double from

the preceding quarter. The frothy nature of the

equity market is compelling market participants to

consider more generalised products than those that

are only focused on equity. Central banks

worldwide are taking interest rate hikes, which will

spill over to India, making debt a favourable asset

class once again after the low interest-rate

environment.

As markets have been near an all-time high,

investors are looking to diversify their portfolios,

thus reducing risk and participating in the equity

markets at the same time. According to AMFI, hybrid

funds have witnessed a net inflow of ₹27,220

crores in Q1FY22, which was much higher than

₹13,055 crores in the three months ended March. Private Equity Inflows Jump 118% in H1FY21 to

$11.82 billion

Industry data shows that private equity

investment inflows into domestic companies

doubled in H1FY21 to $11.8 billion over

the year-ago period when the whole world was

under lockdown due to the first wave of the novel

coronavirus. According to Refinitive, the financial

markets data and information arm of the London

Stock Exchange Group, money inflows jumped to

$7.55 billion in Q2FY21 compared to $4.26 billion

in Q1FY21. Despite the coronavirus pandemic, 2020

saw a whopping $35 billion flowing into 708

domestic companies, which was the highest on

record. Investments in the online sector increased by

73.2% YoY, with the numbers of deals rising rapidly

from 149 in H1FY20 to 201 in H1FY21. The

adoption of e-commerce accelerated because of the

pandemic that led to a significant increase in the

valuation of many direct to consumer businesses.

Investors view the current scenario as an opportunity

to invest as they continue to be bullish on the Indian

market. This reflects the scale, long-term stability,

and sustainability that the Indian market is perceived

to provide.

A Cryptocurrency That Will Radically Change the

Real Estate Industry is Here

FOHO Holdings Inc., a Canadian

based company, announced the

launch of FOHO Coin on

27th July ‘21, which will converge the worlds of

Technology, Real Estate and Cryptocurrency. FOHO

aims to build a blockchain-based transparent and

trust-incentivising system that will revolutionise the

fractional crypto-real estate space. With a mission

to democratise the real estate space, FOHO is set to

innovate, disrupt and transform the game. It has built

a marketplace that will use the wisdom of crowds to

uncover deals and hold sellers, sponsors, lenders and

property managers accountable. The ecosystem is

based on fractional sharing of real estate rentals so

that FOHO participants can access world-class

properties at a fraction of the price.

Motilal Oswal Private Equity launches ₹4,000

crore fund

The private equity arm of

Motilal Oswal Group has

launched its fourth growth equity fund with a target

of ₹4000 crores. The India Business Excellence Fund

IV (IBEF IV) has been put up as an alternate

investment fund (AIF Category II) which is registered

with SEBI. The investment strategy for the new fund

is in line with the previous funds as Motilal Oswal

Private Equity (MOPE) will still provide crucial

growth capital to mid-market Indian companies,

founded by first-generation entrepreneurs with

significant product and geographic leadership

which can demonstrate strong and long-term

sustainable growth potential. MOPE, the home-

grown private equity firm, has experience of

investing within the Indian private markets since

2007 and might make 10-12 investments from the

new fund across sectors like financial services,

consumer, life sciences and niche manufacturing.



₹11 Trillion Equity Mutual Fund Space has a New

Hot Segment- Flexi-Cap Funds

The recent ICICI Prudential Flexi-cap

Funds is emerging as the biggest

segment in the equity mutual fund arena and its

success has led more fund houses to launch New

Fund Offerings (NFO) in this category.

Flexi-cap funds are market-cap agnostic, giving

fund managers a leg-room to move across micro,

small, mid, and large-cap funds without any minimum

investment threshold. In June, ICICI Prudential’s Flexi-

cap NFO collected a record ₹10,200 crore, and the

AUM for this segment stood at ₹1.76 trillion, second

after the large-cap fund category. This category has

given yearly returns of 52%, which is better than the

46% yearly return of large-cap funds.

Several analysts have advised looking into this

segment if they seek exposure across market

capitalization and saying that this strategy can

dynamically adapt to various market scenarios and

thus, can outperform across market cycles.

MC
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SIP Accounts for the First-Time Breach 4-crore

Mark.

The Mutual Fund Industry has witnessed a sharp rise

in new investors, where the number of SIP accounts

breached the 4-crore mark, and SIP AUM is at an

all-time high and is now forming 15% of total

industry AUMs. Buoyant capital markets, increased

rate of vaccinations, and easing of lockdown

restrictions have driven traders to mutual funds,

reflecting continued retail investor confidence in this

asset class.

Source: AMFI

Life Insurers new business premium up 4% in

June-21

The life insurance industry improved in the premium

collection after a 5.5% drop in the previous month

as COVID-19 cases have decreased and economic

activities have picked up. However, New Business

Premium (NBP) still lags by 6.9% compared to pre-

pandemic levels on a YoY basis.

Private Insurers have done exceedingly well in

bringing back their business on track by adapting to

changes required by their customers, owing to the

pandemic. Among them, ICICI Prudential saw its new

premiums at ₹1,263.2 crores, which is more than

double on a YoY basis, supported by a remarkable

rise in group renewable premiums. While private

insurers performed well, the state-owned behemoth

Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) reported a decline

of 4.13% YoY in its NBP.

Month
Premium

(₹ crore)
YoY

Feb-21 ₹ 22,425 21.0%

Mar-21 ₹ 43,417 70.9%

Apr-21 ₹ 9,738 44.8%

May-21 ₹ 12,977 -5.5%

Jun-21 ₹ 30,009 4.0%
Source: IRDAI

Month
New Registrations

(In lakhs)

Contributions

(₹ Crore)

Mar-21 16.72 ₹9,182

Apr-21 14.08 ₹ 8,596

May-21 15.48 ₹ 8,819

Jun-21 21.29 ₹ 9,156

Equity Mutual Fund Inflows Slid 40% from a 14-

Month High

In June, mutual fund investors continued

to invest in schemes but at a slower rate.

The rising stock market, optimistic

sentiments and a broad-based rally of mid and

small-cap stocks have again attracted investors to

equity funds, bringing its inflows to ₹5,988 crores.

Mid-Cap Funds saw the highest inflows of ₹1,729

crores, whereas, Money-Market Funds saw outflows

of ₹13,987 crores, in expectation of corporate

investors pulling out money to comply with quarter-

end cashflow requirements and to make advance

tax payments. The scenario for Banking and PSU

bonds has stabilized this month after witnessing

significant outflows due to new guidelines around

valuations and fund exposure norms for AT1 bonds.

Observing this uptrend, analysts suggest investors

diversify their wealth into more stable funds like

Gold ETFs and Balanced Advantage Funds.
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PharmEasy’s Parent Company Acquires Thyrocare

to Revolutionize Digital Healthcare Platform

PharmEasy’s parent company,

API Holdings, has announced to

buy a 66.1% stake in

Thyrocare Technologies, the largest

B2B player in the diagnostics space, for

approximately ₹45 billion. This acquisition will help

PharmEasy expand its offline services and deliver

healthcare products to every Indian household within

24 hours by utilizing Thyrocare’s network of over

3000 collection centers. The goal behind this deal is

to improve customer experience in diagnostics.

The acquisition is aligned with PharmEasy’s goal to

become an all-rounder in the digital healthcare

segment rather than just an e-pharmacy. Currently,

diagnostics account for about 5% of PharmEasy’s

total annual sales; after this acquisition, the sales

are expected to increase tremendously with higher

margins. With this deal, PharmEasy gears up to

compete against Apollo, which has recently created

the world’s largest omnichannel digital health

platform by merging its online and offline pharmacy

business along with its telemedicine department into

a single entity called Apollo HealthCo.

Info Edge Ltd. Recruits DoSelect

As we know, Info Edge Ltd.

is the parent company of

the country’s largest

recruitment platform, Naukri.com. To further

strengthen the platform and offer a new set of

services, Info Edge Ltd. acquired a 100% stake in

Bengaluru-based startup DoSelect for ₹21 crores.

DoSelect, an HR tech startup, provides a skill

assessment platform that makes data driven

decisions about hiring and skilling the employees.

The startup has a strong database of over 150

million customers across different sectors. DoSelect

has successfully provided smart solutions to

customers who face difficulties while hiring,

upskilling, onboarding, deployment, and employee

engagement. As per the deal, DoSelect will provide

an intelligent decision engine. This engine will

increase the efficiency of the firm by optimally

matching the relevant applications to various jobs.

Recently, investors are showing more interest in HR

technology.

Majesco to Acquire 51% in Tech Firm K2V2

Under the control of Aurum

Group, Majesco, an IT

consultancy and software company, has received

approval from its board to acquire a 51% stake in

a software technology firm, K2V2, for ₹40 crores.

With this acquisition, Aurum gets a step closer to

creating India’s first real estate technology

ecosystem. K2V2 will help Aurum build a dynamic

proptech ecosystem because it provides SaaS

products, services and enterprise software catering

to the real estate industry. It also has a diverse

portfolio of proptech, real estate brokerage and

digital marketing products and services. Aurum plans

to bring a digital transformation to the real estate

sector with the help of a strong and well-

experienced team from K2V2.

Reliance Retail Dialled Just Dial for a 67.40%

Stake.

Reliance Retail Ventures, a subsidiary of Reliance

Industries Limited, has paid ₹3497 crores to acquire

a 40.95% stake in Just Dial, a local business listings

platform. This deal will bring more customers and

vendor franchises to Reliance Retail as Just Dial

holds an invaluable database, average quarterly

traffic of 12.91 crore users and over 3.04 crore

listed vendors and service providers. Acquiring Just

Dial will strengthen Reliance Retail’s local operation

and its digital ecosystem of MSMEs and partner

merchants. Reliance Retail will expand its digital

audience by combining Just Dial with Google Clouds

to integrate customers, retails, and wholesales into a

single seamless chain. Just Dial plans to ramp up its

operation after receiving mountains of capital.

Lately, Reliance Retail announced an open offer to

shareholders to buy an additional 26% stake in the

company, according to the regulatory filing. After

this announcement, Reliance acquires a total of

67.40% stake in Just Dial for ₹5710 crores.
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Book an Ola bike or Ola E-Scooter

Though Ola specializes in

mobility services, it is currently

building the world’s largest two-wheeler plant,

located in Krishnagiri, Tamil Nadu. It plans to disrupt

the market by selling the e-scooter at an aggressive

rate. Ola will be exporting 30 to 40% of the total

production to European and other international

markets by proudly incorporating the policy of

‘Make in India’ and ‘Make for the World’. Ola is

building the Ola Hypercharger network, the world’s

largest two-wheeler electric charging network,

which will cover over 400 cities. The acquisition of

Etergo, a Dutch EV company, will bolster the

engineering and design capabilities, giving a

special edge to the company over legacy players

like Bajaj Auto, TVS Motors and Hero Electric. The

recent changes in the government’s FAME-II Scheme,

the constant rise in prices of petrol and diesel

coupled with the decrease in prices of batteries

seem to be the perfect time to enter the market.

However, EVs are still new to Indian users who

prefer petrol/diesel-based scooters with faster

acceleration and better speeding experience. The

inadequate charging infrastructure and long

waiting period at charging stations can neutralise

the benefit of cheaper operating costs per km of

the e-scooters.

Book Your Tickets to Space

There has been an increasing buzz

about space tourism after the recent

trips to space by two billionaires;

Richard Branson travelled to the edge of space on

his Virgin Galactic rocket plane while Jeff Bezos

took an 11 mins tour to space on New Shepard, a

rocket ship built by his aerospace company Blue

Origin. The objective of these tours was to

encourage space tourism by assuring a safe space

trip. This marketing strategy resulted in hundreds of

bookings for trips to space. These companies plan to

earn a tremendous amount of money by fulfilling the

childhood dream of millions to go to space. A sub-

orbital flight by Virgin Atlantic will cost more than

$0.25 million, whereas the first ticket on the New

Shepard to travel with Jeff Bezos auctioned for $28

million. These companies believe that the future of

space is to help humans colonize other planetary

bodies. This race to space by the billionaires and

other companies, including SpaceX, costs an

enormous amount of investment, but is it needed? Is it

rational to invest heavily in the project to colonise a

new planet while we still have people sleeping on

empty stomachs on the streets with nature crying for

help?

Snapdeal’s New Vision

Snapdeal has decided to alter its business model to serve value-conscious

customers. The value shoppers will be the target audience, and there will be less room for the audience

looking for premium or high-end products. Snapdeal is planning to expand the line of affordable products

to serve customers in the rural or remote areas, where most of the population are on the lower end of the

market. If compared to other major players, like Flipkart and Amazon, Snapdeal aims to utilise its resources

to create an effective supply chain that will reach rural areas without keeping fat profit margins. An e-

commerce platform needs to upgrade its supply chain if it cannot deliver a product worth more than ₹200-

400 for free. This is how Snapdeal plans to differentiate itself from rivals. This change in the business model

raised a question; is selling premium products at a highly discounted rate the only method to succeed?
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Perfecting the Art of Guerilla MarketingStarbucks – The Unregulated Bank

Unlike any other beverages company,

Red Bull- the household brand in the

energy drink arena, has rocked over

7.9 billion cans in sales, earning income worth

€6.307 billion in 2020, without owning a single

production unit or spending a dime on direct

advertising.

Since the target audience for the product is

millennials, Red Bull has redefined their guerrilla

marketing strategy- to satisfy the adrenaline rush

and ignite the imagination of its consumers by live-

streaming crazy events under its banner to achieve

revenue target. One such successful campaign was

the Stratos Project, which sponsored Austrian

skydiver, Felix Baumgartner’s journey to the Earth’s

stratosphere in a helium balloon and a subsequent

plunge from it. The event was live-streamed and

viewed by 52 million users. The jump enthralled

people around the world, capturing their

imagination and spurring a global conversation

around the ingenuity of the campaign. The publicity

assisted the company in earning a media value in

tens of millions, something that is not possible to

dream of through a conventional marketing

campaign. From owning F1 and NASCAR teams to

sponsoring extreme adventurous activities ranging

from sky diving to trail riding, the company has

mastered the art of increasing its market share

exponentially by satisfying the imaginary bucket list

of the millenials.

What if we present to you a

proposal of granting a $1.6 billion

loan at 0% interest with no

strings attached? Though the proposal may sound

dubious at the first glance, it is what the consumers

at Starbucks are offering to the company. While the

total assets of 85% of the US Banks are just $1

billion, Starbucks is sitting on a reserve northward of

$1.6 billion with sheer marketing brilliance.

The world is pretty familiar with the loyalty

program offered by multiple companies. Starbucks,

though synonymous with coffee, has been serving as

an unregulated bank leveraging the above

program. The loyalty program offered by Starbucks

lets its users load money on their Starbucks wallet

app and use it later at the store or online to order a

coffee. In return, the users earn rewards in form of

stars. After accumulating a specific number of stars,

the users are offered a free coffee in exchange.

The Starbucks app offers everything a traditional

bank does- from making payments to sending gift

cards, with the exception that the user cannot

withdraw money in cash. This facilitated the

company sneak through the laws governing the

banking industry. With the historical data suggesting

10% as breakage, the “free money” mounts to a

mammoth $160 million available to be used by the

company at its discretion.

Selling Below Breakeven yet Generating Revenue – Sony PlayStation 5

Why is it that a major company like Sony is deliberately pricing the PS5 below

cost? The key is to understand the Razor Blade Strategy - selling a product for a

low price or even at a loss to sell a similar product later for a profit. When a user buys a gaming console,

he cannot do anything unless and until he pays for the "games." While Sony made a loss in each of the 4.5

million consoles it sold in 2020, the Games and Network Services segment of the company reported a $2.5

billion increase in its operating income. The strategy is to integrate the consumer into their ecosystem. Sony

earns a 100% profit in each game it sells digitally, which drops to 83% when sold offline. With an

average price tag of $60 per game and 47.4 million users in their ecosystem, you can very well figure out

how Sony is generating the real “income”.



Covaxin 3rd Phase Clinical Trial Results

Bharat Biotech's late-stage clinical

trial data on Covaxin demonstrated

efficacy of 77.8% against symptomatic

and 93.4% against severe symptomatic COVID-19

patients. As per WHO, any vaccine with efficacy

rate of more than 50% is good to use. Experts

expect the data to brighten prospects of approvals

by the USFDA and WHO. Another feature that might

be advantageous for Covaxin to gain approval is its

efficacy against the Delta variant, which is 65.2%.

The results will help boost public confidence in the

‘Made in India’ vaccine.

OVID UPDATES

COVID cases in India, data as of 30th July

31.5 M- Total no. of cases

30.7 M- Recovered

0.4 M- Active cases

(2.17% are serious and 97.83% are in mild condition)

COVID cases across the Globe, data as of 30th July

197.6 M- Total no. of cases

178.7 M- Recovered

14.7 M- Active cases

(0.6% are serious and 99.4% are in mild condition)
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Co-WIN Goes Global

Technology has played a vital

role in the fight against COVID-19. Keeping this in

mind, the government has decided to make its digital

platform, Co-WIN, an open source for all countries

to access, adapt and use. Co-WIN is an extension of

the electronic vaccine intelligence network (e-VIN)

that enables planning, implementing, monitoring, and

also evaluating COVID-19 vaccination in India. This

platform not only tracks vaccinations on real-time

basis but also the wastage of doses. As of now 50

countries have expressed their interest in the app

including Canada, Mexico, Nigeria, Panama,

Uganda, Vietnam, Iraq, Dominican Republic, and the

United Arab Emirates.

COVID and Tokyo Olympics 2020

Tokyo is currently under its fourth state of

emergency, and the supply bottleneck has delayed

their vaccination program. Despite the current

situation, Tokyo is hosting Olympic 2020 without any

spectators. Olympics is one of the most expensive

event, and the year-long delay has only added to

the budget. If the games are not held, all the

investment will go to waste.

Japanese doctors’ union have recommended against

the games as it will create extra pressure on the

healthcare system. A poll was conducted by Asahi

Shimbun newspaper which suggested that more than

80% of the population wish the games to be

cancelled or postponed. As per the contract

between the International Olympic Committee (IOC)

and host city, only IOC has the power to cancel the

event. Authorities are constantly monitoring the

situation and accordingly taking actions in order to

control the outbreak of the virus.
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The VRIO framework comes to the help of managers

when analyzing a company’s resources and

capabilities. VRIO is an acronym for Valuable, Rare,

Inimitable, and Organized. These four bricks of

VRIO represent the four properties of the resources

and capabilities that help at generating a

sustainable competitive advantage.

When the resource satisfies all these requirements,

the competitive advantage thus achieved will be

sustainable, whereas, when it meets fewer

standards, the competitive advantage will be

temporary. A sustainable competitive advantage

comes from core competencies that arise from

resources and capabilities. Hence, this framework is

used to determine its competitive potential and is

also an excellent approach to enhance an

organization’s strategic planning process.

THE VRIO FRAMEWORK

Click Here to Know More

The COVID-19 pandemic has turned the tables for

India, as it goes from being a Current Account

deficit to a Current Account Surplus economy. A

longstanding economic trend has reversed in India

and it is shocking to see how the Current Account

Surplus is not always good for an economy. India

has registered its first current account surplus in the

fiscal year 2020-21 since 2004, primarily due to

fewer imports in the country.

Improvement in the current account due to an

increase in exports, helps strengthen the external

sector in a country like India. According to the data

released by the Reserve Bank of India, India posted

a current account surplus of $23.9 billion in

pandemic-affected FY21, which accounts for 0.9%

of GDP as against a deficit of $24.7 billion in the

previous fiscal year.

CURRENT ACCOUNT SURPLUS

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_green-finance-activity-6744575688772268032-3f6d
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_google-vrio-framework-activity-6825322297004433408-fBUr
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_electricity-as-a-tradable-commodity-activity-6740610164207996928-BHRC
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_india-achieves-current-account-surplus-after-activity-6817784494460821504-phFM
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“Inflation is running above target in

many countries from multiple factors

including transitory pressures. While

markets expect advanced economy

central banks to see through this and

keep rates low, emerging market CBS

are expected to hike rates quickly

despite weaker recoveries.”

-Gita Gopinath, Chief Economist,

International Monetary Fund.

"The COVID-19 pandemic has amplified calls for

embracing sustainability and made a compelling case

for corporates, lenders, investors and policymakers

the world over, including in India, to consider ESG in

their decisions. Though a nascent category in the

country, ESG funds provide an additional investment

option, given their strong financial and moral

connect.”

- Piyush Gupta, Director, CRISIL Ltd.

“We must widen the arc of climate action

among the corporations of the world. A

marketplace for low carbon technologies

and climate funds will create a virtuous

cycle. Governments and corporates must

work together to achieve this.”

- Anand Mahindra, Chairman, Mahindra

Group.
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